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SOLAR SHRINK®

Once applied to the bed and exposed to sunlight, Solar Shrink mulch permanently shrinks, conforming to the 
surface of the bed. The tight fit and tough molecular structure reduces the risk of wind damage to seedlings 
and plants while improving water and heat retention. Manufactured to be half as thick and 40% lighter than 
standard black mulch film, Solar Shrink rolls are more efficient and easier to handle when laying. The lower 
volume means less plastic to dispose of at the end of the season. Excellent choice for home gardeners and 
commercial growers. Ideal for organic growers.

THINNER & LIGHTER
Up to 50% thinner and 40% lighter than conventional film mulch.
Cutting the size and weight of each roll by as much as half reduces stress 
on your equipment and farm crew, making your early and late season 
workload lighter.

TOUGHER & TIGHTER 
High tensile strength polymer film saves time laying and removing.
As the film is exposed to heat and sunlight, it shrinks tightly to the contour 
of each row allowing for better moisture retention and minimizing loose 
flaps that can lead to wind damage.

NEXT GENERATION SUSTAINABILITY
Engineered for better performance with 40% less plastic waste. 
To achieve the necessary strength and durability with 40% less material, 
higher grade polymers are required in the manufacturing process of Solar 
Shrink. These materials are compatible with organic farming and can be 
recycled*.

6382 48” x 300’
6383 48” x 1,000’
6384 48” x 2,500’
6385 48” x 4,000’

Patented, High-Performance Agricultural Mulch That Shrinks in the Sun

4 Sizes Available by the Roll

SCAN THIS CODE 
to shop Solar Shrink

NEW

* Johnny’s is working with plastic recyclers around the country to accept used Solar Shrink. Check with your Rep for details in 2024. Recycling availability will be limited in 2024.

Contact your Johnny’s Rep 
for pallet pricing.


